Hospital employees strike;
Seek union formation

By BRAD BOLLINGER
More than 200 pickets ringed San
Jose Hospital Friday morning in a
strike by some 500 nonprofessional
workers to obtain union representation.
The strike was called by the Hospital and Institutional Workers
Union Local 250. AFL-CIO. which is
seeking to represent employees such
as nursing assistants, maids and
other service workers.
Jim Bailey. business manager for
local 250. said Friday. that because
of the strike the hospital was having
trouble operating.
But a hospital spokesman said "all
services were operating as usual."

Hospital and union officials met
Friday. but both Bailey and Anthony
Anastasi. attorney for the Santa
Clara County Association of Hospitals, said they could forsee no
immediate settlement of the strike.
Election request refused
The central issue behind the strike
is the hospital administration’s
refusal to allow an election to,
determine if the service employees
wish to be represented by the hospital workers union.
Jim Bailey claims that 80 per cent of
the employees have expressed desire
to be represented by the union. The
workers at present do not have union
representation.

Anastasi said the hospital maintains the same stand it held before the
strike. He said the hospital wants the
union to bargain within the county
hospital association that would mean
that the hospital workers union
would have to organize all seven of
the association hospitals located in
San lose and surrounding cities.
The strike is limited to San Jose
Hospital and Health Center Inc.
which also represents Park Alameda
Hopsital and The Oaks convalescent
home.
Strike began Friday
The workers went on strike Friday
morning after Santa Clara Superior
James B. Scott denied a request for a
preliminary restraining order last

Thursday made in behalf of the hospital by Anastasi.
The attorney claimed there was a
jurisdictional dispute between the
Stationary Engineers Union Local 39
and the hospital workers union as to
which union should represent the
employees.
However. Local 39, which
represents 29 hospital workers,
withdrew its interest in representing
the "miscellaneous" at San Jose Hospital.
Formerly, the stationary union had
expressed interest in representing
the same employees the hospital
workers union is seeking to
represent.

S.J. Indian office
picketed by AIM
Despite a possible settlement in
Wounded Knee, S.D., demonstrators
organized by the American Indian
Movement (AIM) picketed the
Bureau of Indian Affairs office in San
Jose Friday.
Indians had occupied Wounded
Knee for more than a week to press
their demands which include investigation of alleged BIA corruption.
Possible agreement
News reached San lose Friday
morning that the government and
rebellious Indians had possibly settled the dispute. The Justice
Department said the government had
"reached an agreement in principle."
But lay Healy, chairman of the
local chapter of AIM, said a reporter
for the Indian Voice, in Wounded
Knee indicated only a cease-fire had
been reached.
The reporter also said that due to a
possible lack of communication
between the government and the
federal marshals, an Indian had been
shot and wounded in the leg after the
cease-fire.

AIM supporters picket Indian office

Ex-SJSU coed aids

a Vietnam orphanage
By CLARK BROOKS
Not long ago, when success in Vietnam was measured in terms of body
count, thousands of South Vietnamese children lined the sides of
roads seeking food from American
GI’s. Diminishing U.S. involvement
has negated that source of "income."
Many of these children have joined
the estimated one-half million who
preceeded them to various
orphanages in Vietnam.
Former San Jose State University
coed Tran Tho Tho has dedicated
herself to helping them. Miss Tran,
who graduated with a B.A. in history.
recently returned to Vietnam and
began working at Bialieu orphanage
200 miles south of Saigon.
Last week Miss Tran wrote a letter
to Barbara Miley, her former roommate and a current SJSU student.
Miss Tran said the income of the
orphanage is too low to adequately
feed, clothe and shelter the more than
60 children.
According to Miss Tran, Bialieu
receives $1.25 (American) per month
for each child, supplemented by
small donations from the Catholic
church and a few benefactors.
Miss Miley said Miss Tran has re-

quested financial help. She
origninally asked for clothes and
supplies but realized the cost of shipping would make such donations impractical.
Miss Miley said that anyone who
would like to help should contact her
at 998-5647, Monday, Wednesday or
Friday after 7:30 p.m.

Orphans Phong, Quy

Pentagon Papers
blasted by Bundy
By IAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
ANGELESFormer
LOS
McGeorge
presidential adviser
Bundy testified Friday that information in part of the Pentagon
Papers was so outdated by 1969, that
it would have been of no use to an
enemy if released.
Bundy, an expert on Vietnam
policy, said the date in a report
written by Gen. Earle Wheeler,
former chairman of the joint chiefs of
staff, could not have harmed the U.S.
In 1969 when it was published, he
said, much of it was already public
knowledge.
Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Rus-

so, co-defendants in the Pentagon
Papers trial, are charged with espionage, conspiracy. and theft. The
two men are on trial for allegedly
copying the 20-volume Pentagon
study of the Vietnam war in 1969.
The Wheeler report has been a key
issue in the trial. The important information it contains is that Gen.
William Westmoreland was requesting 206,000 more U.S. troops to he
sent to Vietnam.
Bundy stated that two weeks after
the Wheeler report was written, the
information about Westmoreland
had already been reported by the
New York Times and other
newspapers.

Multi-racial support
The San lose demonstration, composed of about 90 Indians, Chicanos,
Blacks, Whites and Asians, marched
on the BIA office at 111 W. St. John
St., at 12:15 p.m.
A picket line was formed while the
crowd chanted "Custer had his last
stand. Nixon will too," and "BIA no.
Indians yes."
Demonstrators passed out leaflets
to onlookers stating the demands
which included investigation of the
BIA, investigation into the election
procedures of the Tribal Council on
the Pine Ridge and other reservations
intervention by international courts
to investigate "Indian injustices imposed by the American government"
and amnesty for the Indians involved
in the occupation of Wounded Knee.
The principal Indian demand, according to Associated Press, is
removal of Oglala Soux tribal leader
Dick Wilson.
Officials in the San Jose BIA office
were unavailable for comment.
In a speech, given to a small group
of people on their lunch hour, Healy
said, "If you can educate people to a
certain point, they can think for
themselves." Healy feels the Indians
have received enough education to be
able to handle their own affairs and
efficiently run the reservations.
Speakers blast BIA
Niles Ryan, member of AIM said
the BIA has a $1.45 billion budget but
Indians see only a "small proportion"
of it.
"Give the BIA money to the Indians," he yelled to the crowd.
Jesus Garza, an SJSU student who
said he is three-quarters Indian,
commented, "I feel the Indians are
fighting fascism by White
bureaucrats of the United States."
The demonstration ended about
two hours later when the picketers
returned to the San Jose Indian
Center where the protest had begun.
The demonstration was hastily
organized the night before at an AIM
meeting in San Jose. Sympathy for
the South Dakota uprising was
widespread at the meeting. "They
(the Indians at Wounded Knee) swore
to give their lives...it would be a
shame if people here did nothing,’
said junet Moutelongo, an Apache.
Collecting supplies
AIM’s San Jose chapter is trying to
raise money and supplies for
protesters in South Dakota. Medical
supplies, food, heaters, blankets and
camping gear are being gathered at
the San Jose Indian Center, 90 South
Second St.
Money collected at Friday’s
demonstration and elsewhere is
being turned over to a legal defense
fund, according to Healy. Most of the
money, he said, is now being used for
bail.
Healy said funds and supplies are

carried to Wounded Knee by
caravans which leave periodically
from many places in the Bay Area.
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City districting examined;
SJSU prof relates views
By GAIL SHIOMOTO
Last of three parts
The San Jose State University campus community. the city’s east side
residents, and homeowners comprise
the main groups which would best
benefit from districting, said Terry
Christenson. assistant professor of
political science.
In discussing the plan from an
overall perspective. Christenson said
these groups are not being
represented adequately on council.
Even though the majority of council members would continue to
represent White, middle-class
interests, he emphasized the implementation of districting will be
"symbolically important because
people will feel they have a representative who will speak for their needs"
and who has weight and authority as
a council member.
However, Christenson observed
possible conservatism in city
government could result through districting.
Various neighborhoods could apply pressure on their representative
council members to make sure their
demands and interests will be heard
through districing.
"However, these people constitute
the conservative elements who want
their communities to stay the same,
their property value up, and consequently, who would be against lowincome housing in their areas," he
pointed out.

To Christenson, the homeowners
East side residents and students
could build up an unusual coalition of
groups with different goals but a
similar interest in wanting representation on council.
Large election support
On the other side, people who support large elections contend districting divides the community said
Christenson.
According to them, residents
should think of the entire San Jose
community rather than their
particular district. Pointing out that
the city provides services such as
police and sewage for the whole community, they argue "since everyone
needs the services, why should they
be provided on a differential basis?"
Nevertheless, supporters of districting criticize the services which
the city delivers (how much, quality,
etc.) is determined by the majority,
he said.
To Christenson, the big question is
whether a council member from one
community can represent the
interests of another.
"This depends upon a lot of trust
and faith by the community
members" that their chosen representatives on council do know about and
speak for them, he said.
Districting ’logrolling’
Another apsect which opponents
of districting emphasize is the possibility of logrolling occurring among
districts. When one council member

tells another council member, "If you
vote for a library in my district, I’ll
vote for a swimming pool in your district," considerable "wheel’in and
deal’in" could result, said Christenson.
"The East side residents could
counter, however, that while they
wheel and deal, they would still get
something out of it for their community," he pointed out.
Christenson mentioned San Jose s
districting proposal is unique.
"In other cities, boundaries are
drawn up by legislative bodies," he
explained. "Here. the districting
proposal is being taken before the
voters. The people, rather than the
legislators. will be approving the
plan through a charter amendment."
Although Christenson favors the
plan, he believes it will fail. The majority’s satisfaction with its council
representation and opposition by
"the big guns, the real oldtimers who
have been influential in city
government in the past," will cause
the initiative’s defeat, concluded
Christenson.
If passed, the proposed city charter
amendment will change 16 section
of the San Jose City Charter and add
five more sections, the latter of which
explain boundary lines.
The plan will then go into effect
Jan. 1, 1975, establishing 12 councilmanic districts and increasing the
number of council members from
seven to 13.

Plan attacked

King hits chancellor proposal
By BILL PATERSON
A.S. Pres, Dennis King believes a
Chancellor’s office proposal to
change the funding of instructionally
related programs will undermine
students and indirectly put the
money in the hands of administrators.
King was responding to a recent
Spartan Daily interview with
Chancellor office staff member Edmond Macias, who is directing the
Chancellor’s proposal for revision of
the present instructionally related
program funding.
The proposal, presently before the
Department of Finance, would ask
the legislature to revise the present
plan in which students pay $10 a
semester in an Associated Student
fee for funding by the state general
fund.
At the present time that fee is
managed and allocated by the
student governments on the various
California State University and
College campuses.
According to Macias the basic
reason for the change is that students
have been paying unnecessarily for
instructional services.
"We believe the fee should have
never been charged the student
because it has been used for instruction." he explained.
Under the philosophy of the
California Master Plan for High
Education, approved by the
legislature in 1960, students should

not be charged for instructional
services.
But King believes the proposal has
a different intent. "If the state picks
up the cost it could mean the
abolishment of A.S. governed fees
and the first step to the abolishment
of student government," King said.
King, who is chairman of the
California State University and
Colleges Student Presidents’ Association (CSUCSPA) committee on
instructionally related activities,
said the group, however, is presently
on record as supporting the
Chancellor’s proposal.
But King said the situation
changed in a lanuary finance meeting
of the Chancellor’s representatives
and the California State Board of
Trustees when that group said it
intended to cut back A.S. fees if the
proposal was implemented.
He said this was due to a basic
belief among administrators of the
state system that students should not
have the power to set their own
priorities on what should be funded.
King said he will speak out on the
issue and is sure the CCSCUPA as
well as the State Academic Senate
will muster support in opposing the
Chancellor’s plan.
"It will be very difficult for the
proposal to be accepted without
strong student support." King said.
He attributes this to the favorable
response students have received
from Democrats in the legislature.

Under the Macias proposal A.S.
government funding would become
optional on the basis of student vote.
Macias said approximately $3.83.9 million collected from instructionally related fees would come
from the tax-payer supported general
fund.
He said this would not puts burden
on the fund at the present time
because of the large surplus which
was recently reported by the
Department of Finance.
However, Macias further
contended the taxpayer would not
necessarily be burdened with the
switch, that the Department of
Finance in conjunction with the
Chancellor’s office would find the
money "from some other place."
But Macias wouldn’t rule out an increase in other campus fees,
especially the most significant,
materials and services for which all
students of the state system pay $59.
"There is always that possibility."
he said.
However, King questioned the
report because he said it lacked
student input.
"Nu student was consulted on this
campus about it." he claimed.
King questioned whether the
systemwide administration of the
campuses was interested in what
type of activities students believed
are important or whether "they want
them because they think they are
good for the kiddies."

Editorial

Daily Forum

Bunzel holds strings
The fact is pure and simple: San
Jose State University Pres. John
H. Bunzel holds the purse strings
A.S.-funded
every
to
organization on campus.
It matters not that students
shell out $10 each semester to
support student government with
a budget of half a million dollars.
It matters not that those same
students elect a three-man
executive slate and a 20-member
council to mold and fund
programs.
What does matter is that Pres.
Bunzel can overrule any
allocation made by the A.S.
Pres. Bunzel’s authority was
pointed out last semester in the
midst of a spending flurry by A.S.
Council.
Title V. Section 42402 of the
State Education Code gives to a
state university president the
right to review any appropriation
for its consistency with policies
of the Board of Trustees and the
college.
What the state is saying, in
effect, is that students are not responsible enough to manage their
own financial affairs.
The university president, then,
is an overseer of the fundsa
parent entrusted to watch over
his children to make sure they
don’t spend their money where
they’re not supposed to.
It’s like a mother (father, in this
case) slapping the hand of a child
who just spent his allowance on a
candy bar. The only difference is,
Pres. Bunzel can take away the
money before the child spends it.

The Spartan Daily looks upon
this power as absurd.
Students give their money to
student politicians to redistribute
among
student
organizations. Yet, Pres. Bunzel
can overrule any allocation he
deems inconsistent with the
policies of the trustees or
university.
Sonoma State students, led by
their student body president,
discerned the futility of this
situation and did away with their
government three years ago. No
effort has been made since that
time to revive the defunct
government.
An action of this sort, however,
is more of an escape from the
problem than a solution.
Accordingly, we at San lose
State should approach our
situation with a more realistic
answer.
The answer, we believe, is for
Pres. Bunzel to waive his
reviewing authority and leave all
allocations unquestioned.
We cannot delete Section 42402
from Title V. but we can work
around it.
Pres. Bunzel, if truly concerned
student financial
with
management, should leave
himself out of the picture entirely.
Students are competent enough
to manage their own funds. If
problems arise, if spending
moves too quickly, students can
move to patch up the situation.
If not, students deserve to get
sick on their candy bars.
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Remember when?
You’d toddle out of bed, empty
out your box of "lets" for the
prize, tip-toe to the television and
start a Saturday morning full of
Daffy Duck, Bags Bunny, and
Roadrunner.
Those were the days of
cartoons embellished with adult
humor and excellent, constantly
moving animation. Most of those
shows were originally made for
theatre houses to play in front of
adults as well as children.
Many complain about too much
violence in those old cartoons.
Maybe they’re right.
Sure, a lot of it was rough.
Hardly a frame flicked by
without Wily Coyote, Elmer
Fudd, or Dishonest John being
smashed, blown up, steamrolled
or falling off a cliff.
But the old Looney-Tunes and
Merrie Melodies had a curious
refinement to them. They
appealed to our barbaric little
appetites and were usually damn
funny.
They were little morality plays
of baddies trying to fricasee
Daffy Duck, stew the "wabbit" or
molest Olive Oyl. By wit or

r owe JeW 4.11
spinach, the hero always won
out, and the beaten down villain
survived for the next episode.
Nowadays, cartoons and badly unamusing, gory ways.
Another symptom of a sick
drawn, poorly animated, and
have a bare semblance of plot. media is the dubbing in of canned
They are designed by adults who laughter to help these crippled
the learning turkeys along. I strongly doubt if
underestimate
even their writers and artists of
abilities of children.
are today’s animated shows see any
cartoons
Modern
characterized by extremely little humor in them.
The notable exception is
movement against a static
background. Usually, only the "Rocky and His Friends," "The
mouth moves when dialogue is Bullwinkle Show," "George of the
jungle" and "Super Chicken."
required.
They are grinded out on low Although they go with the
budgets which can only afford economy concept, they offer good
hack artists and not a whole lot of biting satire and parody.
"Rocky" and his confederates
paper and ink.
This trend started with the are one of those few shows you
early productions of "Huc- enjoyed back then and can still
kleberry Hound" and "Ruff’n !aught at now.
Ready." These shows, put out by
Most kids today favor the old
Hanna-Barbera and pioneering Looney Tunes made in the 1940s
the economy concept, weren’t and ’50s. They have nothing
particularly bad.
relevant to their times. They are
But they paved the way for being weaned on the reflections
"Speed Racer," "Josie and the and commentaries of over 20
Pussycats" and similar garbage years ago.
now saturating the early
The cartoon industry’s biggest
weekend morning airwaves.
mistake is condescending to kids.
Violence has not at all lessened. Kids might be slow but they
The bad guys who die in "Speed aren’t dumb. You might have
Racer," are killed off in very been one yourself.

Ivnidos Veneeremos
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On Oct. 6, 1972 Ronald Wayne
Beaty escaped from Chino State
Prison during an ambush on the
prison vehicle that was
transporting him to a court
hearing in San Bernardino. As a
result of his escape 13 people
have been arrested on various
charges.
Much of the information
against these people was taken
from Beaty’s willing testimony to
a federal grand jury to save his
own skin. This marked the beginning of a fishing expedition still
being conducted by federal, state
and local police.
On Oct. 20, warrants were issued for Doug Burt and Andrea
Holman, charging them with
murder, lynching and unlawful
flight to avoid prosecution.
(Since there had been no charges
for them to be fleeing, this charge
was immediately dropped). When
Doug and Andrea heard of
warrants for their arrests, they
arranged to turn themselves in.
What happened on Oct. 6? Ron
Beaty, a prisoner at the California
Institution for Men Complex at
Chino was being transported to a
cancelled court appearance in
San Bernardino. Beaty had
received notification of the
cancellation the previous day.
Somehow (the authorities have
not been able to determine how)
this cancellation was never implemented.
At about 12:50 p.m. Beaty was
on his way to court in a prison
vehicle with two unarmed guards
and without radio communications. Some people (the
number varies according to
different witnesses) in two cars
forced the prison vehicle to a halt
and released Beaty, killing one
guard and wounding another.
All students and faculty are
encouraged to submit letters to
the Forum Page. Letters may be
mailed or delivered to the
Spartan Daily office, JC 208
and should be 200 words or
less, typewritten and doublespaced. Non students and nonfaculty should include their
address, phone number and
title or occupation.
The Spartan Daily will not
print letters which are libelous
or in poor taste. The Daily also
reserves the right to Edit letters
for space. The editor has the
right to end publication of
letters concerning subjects
which he considers have been
exhausted on the Forum Page.

Beaty was driven off in two ambush cars.
About 1:30 p.m. the two cars
were found in a nearby
supermarket parking lot. Of the
witnesses we know who testified
about the escape, not one has
identified Andrea and Doug in
prisoner line-ups as having been
at the scene.
Ron Beaty was born on a farm
in Missouri in 1937. In and out of
state and federal institutions, he
became a jailhouse lawyer and
gained the respect of prisoners of
all races and the hatred of the
prison authorities. Beaty walked
the same paths as other
revolutionaries and had the same
choices before him. At one point,
however, Beaty decided to betray
his friends and comrades and
take the side of the enemy.
Beaty had been serving a 20year sentence for a previous escape and kidnapping and had he
not been a jailhouse lawyer,
would be eligible for parole in
seven years. After escaping and
setting up the prison movement
and Venceremos he got his
sentence reduced to seven years
by pleading guilty to first degree
murder. His previous escape

charge was dropped along with
this escape charge.
Why did Beaty choose
Venceremos as a cover? Why did
he want Doug to work in the
prison movement? Because he
knew that the police and the state
would like an excuse to go after
their opposition. He understood
that with this safeguard he could
maneuver.
The goverment doesn’t care
how much people organize if the
organizing is ineffective in
gaining power for the people. But
if the organizing leads to more
power to the people, then the
government cracks down.
As more and more people are
getting arrested and being
exposed to prison life, there are
more and more people working in
the prison movement. From
Rockefeller’s murderous attacks
against prisoners in Attica, to
Soledad where prisoners are now
not allowed to speak in Spanish
to visitors, it is becoming increasingly obvious that within
the U.S. people behind bars are
the most oppressed victims of the
class war going on here. "When
the prison doors open, the real
dragon will fly out." Ho Chi Minh

Letter to the Editor

mscrtmination still here
Editor:
To begin with, you, Debbie
Teresi (who wrote the staff
comment
"Common Discrimination"), are where we
(Black people) were a few years
ago, and still arethat
is,
suffering from economic depression because of the color of our
skin, though I might add, it’s
hardly becoming "common" as
you say. However, there are some
fundamental differences which
need clarification. First of all, the
way jobs are, any person on the
losing end will be pissed off at the
person who got the job over him.
Next, you have made an
overgeneralization from your
own personal experience. You
may have been discriminated
against in this particular incident, but Black people, even
with Affirmative Action, Equal
Opportunity, Minority Hiring,
and all the other fair employment
programs are still suffering from
unemployment at a proportionately higher rate than
any other racial ethnic group.
Reverse racism is what you are
implying, but after living in a
society that has for centuries told
us in so very many ways that we

are not really a part of that
society, and kept us at the bottomsocially, politically and
economically,I feel a certain
pleasure that some minority
person got hired over you. The
only sad part is that its such an
insignificant victory in the scope
of the whole battle.
If the United States lived up to
its grandiose American creed of
life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness, maybe no one would
need any kind of special
treatment; but white America is
hypocriticalthey profess one
ideology and practice another.
White America has bent the rules
to maintain and strengthen their
affluent position in society, so.
Miss Teresi, don’t come on like
it’s a new phenomena...any advantage that minorities can
secure, they need and
deserveyou’ve had a 400 year
head start onus, so why begrudge
the advances we’re now making.
Until the people who perpetuate
racism (which creates the
"reverse racist") see that the
seeds of hate they sow reap more
hate, the situation will continue
at status quo.
Connie E. Welch

Swimming pool
Editor:
Upon reading the article in the
Spartan Daily the other day, the
one referring to proposed plans to
expand Spartan Stadium, a
thought suddenly struck me. Who
needs a bigger stadium? I have
never seen Spartan Stadium
filled to capacity.
It seems to me that the money
could be put to better use. One
such use would be to build a new
Olympic-sized pool. We could
then fill with cement the two
scum holes we presently use.
These pools can now be closed by
the county health department for
any number of reasons.
A new facility could do many
things. Instruction would be
easier and two or more classes
could use the pool at the same
time. The community could also
use the pool at night, on
weekends, and in the summer.
Can the community use seats for
physical education and
recreation? Also, does the football team need more people to
watch them lose?
The water polo team presently
wastes money renting De Anza
College’s pool because our pools
are not adequate in size and
seating capacity. I might add
that next to judo, water polo is the
winningest team at San Jose,
something the school has
forgotten. Even high schools in
the Santa Clara district have
better pools than San Jose State
University.
One more question. Does a
losing football team deserve all
this? Their budget is already into
the hundred thousand dollar
bracket.
Howard Delano

Forging history

Prison movement gains momentum
1.-,....,,,

Letters

The

Unholy Places on the Middle East

*sail t’oeusiteent

Not smoking but choking
"Don’t knock it until you’ve
tried it," an age-old adage goes.
But then, I know better: an
ounce’s prevention of cancer is
worth a pound’s cure.
That smoking has a casual
relationship to cancer can hardly
be disputed anymore. But now
there’s a new argument available
for use in the continuing battle
between defenders and assailants of that fragrant, brown
weed used to color one’s teeth,
one’s lungs and the air everyone
breathes.
It’s that last point I’d like to
blow into the faces of all campus
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smokers, "the air everyone
breathes." Now, the smokers may
not know it but we non-smokers
are getting pretty perturbed by
the foul air they’re spewing about
in our presence.
Confined to our chairs in class,
suffering through those days
when doors and windows must
remain shut, we’re forced to
inhale their smokey exhause
fumes day in and day out until
our lungs become as filthy as
their own.
Our eyes are burning, our nostrils are clogging and our throats
are cracking. And, I might add,
our tempers are running short.
Yet they continue a policy of
personal disregard for the health
of others, following a blind,
selfish prerogative.
Let them remember it the next
time they ask to borrow a pencil
or lean over to borrow an answer
on an exam.
If the human chimneys want to
be treated with civility, they had
better extend some of it
themselves by confining their
habit to the outdoors where
smoke can be more easily
dispersed.
Go ahead and do your thing,
smokers, but don’t make it a part
of my thing. Smoking is a communicable diseasekeep it out of
the classroom.
Marlboro Country may be a
right fine place for you to live but
a place I hate to even visit.
Mark Heilman
Entertainment Editor

The letter written by Dr. R.
Levinson (March 3rd) is an example clear as noonday of how
Zionists attempt to forge history.
Hiding his real prejudices
beneath the academic cloaks of an
associate professor of history,
our learned "historian" commits
monstrous forgeries in history. A
collection of subterfuges, his
letter brings to memory those
biblical parchment documents of
the Middle Ages whose contents
were unskillfully erased by
adversaries to change the course
of religion (incidentally Dr.
Levinson is well qualified to do
just that as he teaches a course on
Jewish religion).
Let us examine the letter.
First subterfuge: "There has
never been a native Arab
government in historic Palestine." In the first place this is not
true (what was the government of
Saladin? German?!!). But this is a
"trifle." The important thing is
that Dr. Levinson brought up in
the "finest" colonialist tradition,
is actually saying: "If a nation
does not have a government, the
usurpation of its land and the oppression of its masses is justified." Such is the mentality of
all colonialists from South Africa
to Israel. Such is the mentality
that guided the early American
pioneers who have taken the land
from the "wild" natives and subjugated them to misery.
Second subterfuge: This is
composed of a number of
statements about the legitimacy
of Israel being "a creation of the
World community." This "World
community," mark you, was
Britain, France, U.S. and the
number of European imperialist
states that completely controlled
the ill-fated league of Nations and
the United Nations (until recently).
Third subterfuge: This time our
learned historian abuses the mentality of his readers and narrates
an old Zionist tale of how 700,000
Palestinians "left" (just like that!)
in response to "Arab propaganda" (why would other Arabs tell
Palestinians to leave their land?).
Again the learned Dr. Levinson
reveals his nature when he dubs
the colonization of Palestine as
"not a matter of displacement but
rather an exchange of native
peoples to their own cultural
centers."
What a calamity! This is even
more incredible than Nixon’s
assertion that the imperialist
criminal war in Vietnam was in
"defense of freedom!"
Is it not a consolation that the
Arab proverb goes: "If you have
no shame do as you please."
Organization of Arab Students
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Bike lanes city council issue today
By ELIZABETH VENEGAS
Bike trails and paths will
become a wheeling reality in
two months if the San lose
City Council approves the
proposed design plans at its
1:30 meeting today.
A survey of 500 students
taken last spring showed that
bike lanes were wanted by the
students and a path from the
university to Eastridge in
particular, according to
Morrie Barr. senior civil
engineer for San lose.
The proposed San lose State
Demonstration
University
Route will run nine miles.
Once the plans are approved,
construction will start on two
extended bike paths at a cost
between $30.000 and $40,000.
Another 20-mile bike path

from Alum Rock Park to Lake
Vasona Park will only be completed half-way from Alum
Rock Park to Tully Road.
Construction also would
begin immediately on the bike
lane from San lose State
University to Eastridge. The
proposed lane runs from the
university along Seventh
Street to Tully Road and then
east to Eastridge Shopping
Center, Barr explained.

bike paths. A bike lane from
Alum Rock Park is laid out
along Penitencia Creek Road
to Capitol Avenue, north to
Berryessa Road which then
becomes Hedding Avenue.

Originally, the parking
spaces on Seventh Street
between San Carlos and San
Salvador were to be
eliminated, but that
recommendation has been
dropped, Barr said.
The East-West demonstration route is incnrporated with the university

Barr said there is also a
recommendation to put in a
bike path on McLaughlin
Road, but the city must wait
until the stale widens the road
between Highway 280 and
Story Road.
Parking spaces will also be
eliminated on St. lames
between 7th and 11th streets.

Art
-

The bike route then turns
south on 17th Street to an eastbound lane on St. lames Street.
a west -bound lane on St. john
Street. and on to William
Street, then west to Seventh
Street, according to Barr.

Mike Roue!!

Peter Weiser manages rummage stores

TV vet play
cut by CBS
postponement
represents
"whittling away of the First
Amendment."
A Vietnam vet, Rabe wrote
the play to open Americans to
what the GI’s were going
through, especially once they
had returned home.
Seventy CBS affiliates, out
of 184, had turned down
"Sticks and Bones" after a
closed circuit screening of the
play.
CBS said it still wants to run
the play. but no time has been
scheduled.

Unhappy couples

Taught before he managed
Weiser. 53, was a teacher at
UCLA and holds three.
degreestwo BAs and a
Master’s in Physics. He has
I led to run for the Board of

Scholar
sponsored
The San lose Rotary Club is
sponsoring a $2,000
scholarship to a San lose Stale
University student for the
coming academic year, related
William Fox, financial aids
counselor.
The award is limited to
graduate students who are
planning a career emphasizing
city, county or state administration or government,
Fox stated. Professions such
as engineering and academic
teaching do not apply.
Applications are available
in the Financial Aids Office
and must be submitted by
April 13.

receive free aid
By DEBBIE BLOCK
they are not getting along.
Ile feels trapped and she
knows they are not communicating. But neither wants
to call it quits.
In desperation, this couple
turns to Dr. Thorton Hooper,
San lose State University
counselor, for help through his
"pairing" sessions.
Or, Hooper said he devised
the program last spring
because "most couples feel
some area of tension they
would like to overcome."
Thirty "pairs" have been
counseled so far in Administration 201 by Dr.
Hooper. He is now working
with three couples.
The free service is available
to married and unmarried

Offices
relocated
What has happened to Continuing Education?
Summer Session is in IC 136
1277-2182) and Extension,
Conferences and Short
Courses are in IC 214 (2772211). Having outgrown their
space in the Administration
Building,
Continuing
Education offices moved to the
lournalism Building last
December.
For those students who have
searched the campus aimlessly, you can now obtain information on Continuing
Education’s courses, concurrent enrollment, registration dates and requirements at their new offices, or by phone.

of parking.
"I’m in favor of the bike
paths. First, they will make it
safer for students to ride their
bikes to campus. especially at
night," Leonard’ said.
Leonardi said safe bike
paths for students who ride at
night will be an important factor when construction on the
San Antonio Plaza begins. The
plaza project will eliminate
many parking spaces and
make people think about
riding bicycles to campus
instead of driving cars.
Lanes and routes for persons
who want to ride their bicycles
in the city limits may be a
small step towards protection
of the environment, said
Leonardi. "The paths are also
important from an ecological
standpoint."

Bike routes
Proposed bike routes would encircle a large area of San
lose. The., are planned to add convenience and safety to
bicyclists.

St.Vincent de Paul rummage shops survive change

I

By PEG BENNETT
Admitting despair and
defeat, many downtown
stores are rapidly closing their
doors in the face of a mammoth
program of "buildingitis."
The three St. Vincent de
Paul rummage stores
however, are determined to
survive.
The stores offer everything
Irom bent teaspoons to almost
new furniture, appliances,
clothing and some unique antiques.
"We show no profits," complained Managing Director,
Peter Weiser, as he sat in his
small office surrounded by
knick-knacks and antiques.

By NANCY BAKER
"Sticks and Bones," a David
Rabe play which opens March
30 in the San lose State
Universitydrama department.
was postponed from its March
6 evening television showing
by the CBS network.
CBS president Robert Wood
telt the award-winning play
about a Vietnam veteran
Would prove "unnecessarily
abrasive" to those involved
with POW returns.
But the play’s producer,
loseph Papp. said the

Because of removal of these
parking spaces, Barr said.
"There will be many citizens
who will be against the bicycle
facilities.
"We know there will be a
petition presented against the
St. lames Street parking
eliminations. And the St.
James Street route is a vital
link for the whole plan to work
effectively," Barr added.
Rudi Leonardi, A.S. vice
president, is in favor of the
bike paths and encourages
student support at the city
council meeting March 12.
He encouraged as many
students as possible to go to
the city council meeting to
show support. Many people
will be there opposing the
paths because of elimination

couples when one partner is
SISU student. Dr. Hooper said
he has counseled one couple 01
the same sex.
The help consists of four
one-hour appointments. Dr.
Hooper first gives each
partner written personalit
and value tests, then helps
them through "dyads." private
interviews between the two
people.
He also recommends the
read books on the relationships of modern couples.
Dr. Hooper explained that
alter analyzing the couple’s
reaction to the exercises, he
gives them feedback on improving their communication.
Using his "inner senses" Dr
Hooper tries to locate subconscious problems between
the partners.
Destructive game playing
prevails in many couples’
relationships, according to Iht,
counselor.
"These games can ruin
relationship and also tear
’down the other person’s sell
esteem." Dr. Hooper said. He
said he tries to bring each into
awareness also of his own
feeling and actions.
Dr. Hooper stated his
counseling is usually effective
"so they get into better communication or they split up
Each actually can be constructive."
While some of the couples he
has counseled have stayed
together and married.
"sometimes they’re better oil
splitting up and finding
someone they can groove
wit h," he said.
This kind of treatment is
taking over much of the
interest the larger encounter
group sessions once held. Dr.
lint:per stated.

Education in Los Gatos.
Hired because of his
managerial experience Weiser
claims his new job "is a
challenge he loves." He taught
management in college.
He stated his problems involve pick-ups, repairs,
sorting, a small staff and
competition with Salvation
Army and Goodwill (which
have daily pick-ups, donation
boxes in shopping centers. TV
advertisements and brand
new stores in suburbia.)
"We can only pick-up once a
week," said Weiser. adding he
hoped to make it twice a week
soon.
Service to community
lie stressed the service to
the community, pointing out
that the stores have catered to
the college students for years.
"We have everything the
students need to furnish their
rooms and apartmentseven
these!" (He gestured to boxes
of books furs dollar a box., sitting in the midst of repaired
FV5).
"If something doesn’t work
when a customer gets it home.

we will gladly exchange or
repair it," he added.
He said it was difficult to
repair all the good items
because of a small staff. There
are 22 persons employed.
"The results are marvelous
bargains in our "as is"
warehouse if people can fix
them." said Weiser.

Meetings
held
GNAMECHA
meetings are held Fridays
at 3:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Pacifica Room. It was announced last Friday.
Most
of
the
organization’s projects are
aimed at improving the
political and social conditions faced by Chicanos
.11 San lose State
University and in the San
lose community.

He explained how the St.
Vincent de Paul stores are involved in "catastrophes."
In nearly every Catholic
parish there is a Vincentian
movement. When floods, fire,
unemployment or trouble hits
any family or group, the
Vincentians give help.
They send the unfortunate
to the stores where they are
outfitted with clothes,
furniture and appliances in
good condition.
The clothes are free, but th
stores send a "chip" for a
nominal sum for the bigger
items to the parish which
made the request.
ibis help without question
has been the background and
the philosophy of the St.
Vincent de Paul movement not
known to many outside the
Catholic Church.
Established in 1845
Described as the greatest
single society of laymen
organized for charity in the
United States, it was first esciblished in St. Louis Mo., in
1845. Within 15 years it spread
rapidly across America tied in

with public and social work.
The organization began
with Vincent a kidnapped
farm boy who became a slave
in Africa. He later became a
priest of outcasts pleading
with the rich to share their
wealth with the suffering.
Vincent demanded that the
young religious who came to
him not only plead for the afflicted- but nurse them and
clean their homes.
His dream of a lay
organization was not realized

RUBY
,OED CSUSJ

until two centuries later.
Homes for the aged
The Vincentians have established homes for the aged
and the destitute, programs
for delinquents and adoption
agencies. They have also set
up legal and doctor agencies
for the poor.
The stores were originally
established during the depression when they provided free
food for the poor and accepted
donations of food from the
rich.

FEATURED
THROUGH
MARCH
Mon.,Wed., Fri.. Noon to 7 p.m.

BOTTOMLESS
STAG
MOVIES
PLUS

350
OVER 18
WELCOME

BACHELOR CLUB
Open 10 A.M to 4 A M

7

DAYS

417 So First St.
SAN JOSE
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SALE
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1/3 to 1/2 and more
You’ve come to the
right place.
We’ve got
’ Oil Color Brushes
Water Color Brushes
Bamboo Brushes
Sky Brushes
Lettering Brushes
One -Stroke Brushes
Fan Brushes
Photo -Retouch
Brushes
Quill Brushes

on Publisher’s Remainders

ALSO
imports
Special Values

The brush you’ve been
looking for is probably
on one of our shelves.
Stop in and browse
around, we carry acorn plate selection of the
finest artists’ materials
in town.

Foreign Reprints at Great Savings!
Hurry Suppl. Limited

son
Joie po;nt
and wallpaper co.
78 Valley Falr
Son Joie248-417l
365 Son Antonio Rd.
Mt.View.94I3600
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Explosive colors

Vibrant art exhibited
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Bill martin explores imagination with rust colored sky.
By PAULA DORIAN
Two eyes don’t seem to be
enough when at comes to
colors, or some ul the most
intricate
and
vibrant
imaginary paintings 01 our
present day.
Showing in the Student
Union Gallery are the
imaginary paintings of 10 San
Francisco visionary artists.
now through March 23.
Gage Taylor’s oil on canvas.
"South Aquaria" and "Aquaria" depict the utmost
utopian concept, of peace of
mind that one can actually
feel. It’s as though one could
reach out and not only feel and
touch the objects in the
paintings but also take them
out of the pictures and place
them an one’s pocket.
His illustrious waterfall.
lake, animals, trees and
!lowers are all elements of a
beautiful and picturesque
stale of being.
The extensive amount of
detail and intricacies involved
in doing a painting such as
these paintings on display,
takes an artist Irmo R o 19

Its to complete.
The art is a slow process
taking an extreme amount of
patience. Every inch of canvas
is covered, drawing the viewer
closer and closer to the work.
Looking closely at all the
paintings, one could easily tell
the artist spent many hours
working on the details. The
details are what the picture
consists of, not one main obled but various intricate ones.
The sharp, definite objects
shown in each work are meant
to be there and are considered
part of the finished product.
The imagination of an artist
is portrayed through this display in the numerous individual works.
Cynthia Grace’s "Tribunal
Belore the Light" evokes a
stimulating and exciting
leeling. Through the use of
bright reds, yellows, oranges,
blues, greens, and violets, she
produces an instant energic
feeling.
Martin’s
Shiela
"Headlands" and "Clouds"
illustrates a melodic mood
that is so still it almost makes
iilitiii

sound. The rainbows add a
heavenly and inspiring touch
to the work. The clouds
stimulate a light, soft, clean
floatation pattern, making one
question the possibility of
a

Robert Holmes also has an
exhibit on display of pencil

drawings. His drawings
depict strange forms of human
like creatures.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday from 10:30
a.m. to 4 p.m., and Monday,
Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday evenings from 6 to 8

Jane Russell flops
in musical ’Mame’

By STEPHANIE CURTIS
Fine Arts Editor
lane Russell, the once
smoldering sexpot of WW II
pin up fame, is currently doing
what a lot of other aging
beauties do when the smolder
is gone. Tour in showboat
plays like "Mame," which requires little talent from the
star while it lavishes costuming and attention on her.
Miss Russell, now starring
in the musical "Mame" at
Circle Star Theatre.
skyrocketed to fame along
with other starts of her genre
like Dorothy Lamour and
Betty Grable. She exhibits few
of the qualities which made
her famous in her first role,
"The Outlaw," namely an
outstanding cleavage.
Miss Russell’s cleavage has
shifted but her acting talent
hasn’t. She speaks her lines
unconvincingly and was
constantly being upstaged by
little Patrick played by Mark
Savage.
Savage’s voice runs rings
around Miss Russell’s. During
a press interview the director
asked Savage if he had
experienced a voice change

Fairytale clothes

adorn Cinderella
61- 1 ir’r

Band brings back
rock n’ roll 50’s
By DM ENGEL
[’here is something about
uld-time rock and roll music
that lights up your face with a
big grin and moves your foia in
all kinds of crazy ways as it
stomps the floor.
This was the case Thursday
night when the joint Effort
Coffeehouse presented the
"Daddy -O’s," a 1950’s style
rock and roll group.
The six man group was
made up of two lead singers,
lead guitarist, rhythm
guitarist, bassist. and
drummer. Having two lead
singers was a plus for the band
as they were able hi recreate
the harmonizing and the deep
and high vocals id the past Pril.
Most of the songs were the
late, great ones of the 50’s such
as "Blue Suede Shoes...
"Shake. Rattle and Roll."
i.sist and Shout," "Rock

Around
the
Clock,
"Maybelle." "Hound Dog," "At
the Hop." and a fine version of
"Kansas City." to close the
first set.
Original material was
worked into the middle of
many of the sings.
Not only was the band enjoyably to listen to but fun to
watch also.
In "fell Laura I Love Her,"
the group went through a
series of coordinated dance
moves with the lead singer
!lopping onto his knees as he
passed the mike stand from
side to side.
The last couple of years has
seen the rise of such bands as
"Sha Na Na." "Flash Cadillac."
and "Butch Wax." The DaddO’s have to be right up with
them.
It, I. iii I hi. "t ;111,1141 Ave- ot

Grateful Dead star

succumbs at home

Donne Gebich

Costume designer Rory Jones fits Cinderella
By NANCY BAKER
Professionally poking pins
into poised human dolls
doesn’t mean Rory Jones is
performing a voo-doo ritual.
She’s the costume designer for
the children’s drama
"Cinderella." and it’s her job to
make fairytale gowns from
yards of uncut cloth.
In the masters drama
program. Rory Jones has been
using authentic patterns from
the Baroque period for the
theater production of
Chorpennings
Charlotte
child’s story. The corsets have
been designed from drawings
250 years old.
But for all the magical
authenticity, the most critical
element of Cinderella’s
wardrobe is missing. The
glass slippers have been
replaced by delicate white
heels. Capezio’s, famous
shoemakers in dance, drama.
and plain walking, has

Latin group

Ph$1 0o410

James McKernan of Grateful
Rod I tgpen" McKernan.
and harmonica
’alpinist
player for The Grate( ul Dead
was found dead in his
cpartment in Corte Madera
last Thursday night. Death
was attributed to natural
Pigpen had a history of

Dead
liver ailments, and had Iasi
appeared with the Dead in
their European tour last
spring. He was best known
for his flamboyant improvisational singing (in
such songs as "Turn On Your
Loyelight" and "Midnight
Hour."

’the "Tuna de Ingenteros de
Caminos," a group of singers
from the School of Engineering
at the University of Madrid,
will appear in concert Monday
and Tuesday. March 12 and 13
in the Ballroom of the Student
Onion at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for the event are $1
and available at the door it
through the Santa Clara
County Office of Education.
The six -member group dress
in the costumes of 18th century Spain and sing liveli
student ballads, accompanying themselves with
guitar, lutes, mandolins, tambourines and castanets.
The concert is sponsored hi
the Foreign Language Association of Santa Clara
County with proceeds being
used to send local students on
study tours in Europe.

stopped producing anything
but dance shoes, and cannot
make the legendary slippers.
The fantasy in the rest of the
costumes prevails, however.
as the silks. organzas. satins
and cotton brocades become
robes for the queen. the stepsisters, the prince, and, of
course, Cinderella.
And the creator of the magic
is costume technician Rory
Jones.
She began her designing
ideas in mid-lanuary and
started construction Feb. 5.
She has primarily used books,
especially those of Nora
Walugh, a top authority on
costuming.
A graduate in drama at
Saint (Thud State College in
Minnesota, Rory has had
professional
seamstress
It aining and worked as an Os -

Dare In urber

Jane Russell presents a cold Mame’

Dm Thurber

Jane Russel backstage

What he needs,
money can’t buy.

sistant to the principal cutter
at Tyrone Guthrie Theater in
Minnesota.
Her helpers at San lose State
include many students in lab
work for costuming classes.
Although assistant Sue
Barclay is not, unlike most of
the workers. a 4rama major.
she finds her minor in home
economics a close tie to her
extra -curricular work in
theater costuming. Both Linda
Fenstermaker and Laurie
Filkaiwski are drama students
with emphasis in technical
theater. "It’s good to know a
little of everything: lighting
and stagecraft are actually
more my bag," explained Linda.
This is Rory’s first major
production.
period
"Cinderella" will open March
15.
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yet. Someone remarked that
his voice never cracks, to
which Miss Russell quipped.
"I’m the one that cracks."
"Mame." adapted from the
novel "Auntie Mame" by
Patrick Dennis. is the story of
an eccentric but loveable
woman who finds herself with
the complete care of Patrick,
her nephew. Their zany
adventures were hilarious in
the book and just as funny in
the movie which starred
Rosalind Russell.
What was truly lacking in
Miss Russell’s performance
aside from her disturbing
vocal inadequacies was a
warmth and radiance which
Rosalind Russell brought to
the role. Despite this. the middle-aged. middle class
audience rose to its feet at the
end of the performance applauding a symbol of their lost
but not forgotten youth.
Backstage. Miss Russell
was asked if comparisons
between herself and other
stars such as Angela
Lansbury, who did "Mame" in
New York. would bother her.
"No, I think every actress
brings something different to
the role." she replied.
At 55, Miss Russell looks
every bit her age. She isn’t one
of the better preserved older
beauties Vogue loves to write
about.
Wearing a green and gold
caftan and a silver turban on
after
the
her
head
performance, she nervously
puffed a cigarette and kept
watching to see how a press
photographer was going to
shoot her.
During the 10-minute
interview with Miss Russell,
Mark Savage and Betty
McGuire, who played Mame’s
best friend, Vera, Miss Russell
kept pushing the microphone
to Miss McGuire or deftly
turned the subject to matters
of stage production.
At one point in the
interview, her turban slipped
and one of the PR men put his
hands over our photographer’s
camera lens.
Asked about future plans
for making a movie. Miss
Russell said she didn’t have
any and was looking forward
to going back to her home in
Santa Barbara after the show
finishes its tour.
A PR man brought the
interview to an abrupt halt
and the press was herded back
into the silver wallpapered
hospitality lounge where a
bartender poured doubles to
the swarm of celebrity oglers.

IS 86.00 PER YEAR

11’PLICATIONS....AV.AILARLE:
STUDENT AFF AIRS OFFICE
OR FROM HOPE HILL. FACULTY ADVISOR ED 442

Frankie Covello’s mother works in a hospital. She puts in a lot of overtu.
So Frankie takes care of his five brothers and sisters.
Frankie never met his father.
Last summer, he and three buddies got arrested for stripping cars. He got
off with a probation and a warning. Next time it’ll be the state reform school.
Frankie’s mother loves him, hut he needs someone to talk to. Man to ni.,.
Someone who thinks there’s more to life than gang fights, pushing drugs
or rolling bums.
Someone like you.
We know lots of fatherless kids like Frankie who need you. And we kntm
a lot of other people who need you, too. Guys in veterans’ hospitals. Unwed
mothers. Old people. Blind people. Patients in mental institutions.
If you can help, even for a few hours, call your local Voluntary Action
Center, or write to: "Volunteer," Washington, D.C. 20013.
What we need money can’t buy.

We needyou.

The National Center for Voluntary Action.
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, Exchange teachers view differences in education
1.
mil, Nowell

Dr. Dennis Chaldecott and Peter Mercer

MAGS alive
says director
tninmunity News
s,rvice
tie Mexican American Graduate Studies
IMAGSI Department at San
lose State University is alive.
well and thriving.
The department’s good
and swelling
health
enrollment are in direct contradiction to a recent report by
the State Coordination Council for Higher Education. It
said most ethnic study
programs in the state are
dying a slow death because of
an apparent lack of student
interest.
The first graduate program
of its kind in the nation.
MACS was established in
1889 in an era when ethnic
study programs, mostly on the

Hector Cordova
undergraduate level, were
earnestly demanded by
students across the nation.
Hector Cordova, chairman
of MACS, said it is difficult to
cite one overriding factor for
his department’s success, but
he noted that MACS is unique
in that it is interdisciplinary.
interdepartmental and focuses
on the Chicano. It is "designed
to meet a particular student’s
interests, talents, and potentials from the perspective of
service to the community."
Dr. Iota’ H. Bunzel. SISU
president. has called MAGS"a
robust program which
represents a blending of
academic and community
,oncerns." He said the
university is deeply Corn milted to developing
programs, such as MAGS.
which are geared to working
with students.
When it was formed four
years ago, the programs
enrolled 22 graduate students
as majors: today 110 students
are working toward M.A.
degrees from the department.
In addition to the graduate
majors, 65 undergraduates are
minoring in the program and
some 700 to 800 students from
departments.
various
throughout the campus take
MAGS courses each semester.
said his
Cordova. 34,
department has one major
thrust, a synthesis of the
Mexican -American and
university communities with
each continually feeding the
other ideas and services.
he result of this
synthesis," says Cordova, "is
a clearer understanding of the
Mexican -American."
He noted the Chicano community has a richness in
heritage, resources and
experiences that can be
brought into the classroom,
and the university has the
academic and research
facilities which can be
beneficial to the Chicano community..
Through a $24,000 federal
grant, for example, the MACS
department has established
library resources and a
bibliography relating to the
Chicano. The collection. one of
the most comprehensive of
commercially available
materials -contains books,

government
theses.
documents, films, tapes,
records and other informational sources. Not even
some of the nation’s most prestigious universities own such
a collection, according to
Cordova.
The department is composed of eight full-time faculty
members: three have Ph.D.
degrees and three others have
completed nearly all requirements for the doctorate.
The full-time faculty is aided
by several part-time Chicano
and non -Chicano professionals from various fields
who teach courses in their
particular
areas
of
specialization.
One of the part-time faculty
members is Father Kevin
Moriarty, pastor of Sacred
Heart Church, San lose, who
teaches a MACS class entitled
"I’he Chicano and the Church."
Father Moriarty speaks highly
of the program.
"MACS is playing a very
important role in the Chicano
community. and I’m impressed
with the program’s dedicated,
competent faculty," he said.
He noted that some of the
MACS students who come
from the Chicano community
return upon graduation and
utilize their new skills to help
that community.
Several classes are held offcampus where students and
community persons meet and
talk about their needs and
problems. Through these of fcampus classes, students
often establish strong community lies and become active
volunteers in a variety of
areas.
One MACS student, for
example, is Ezechiel Garcia,
who is working at Father
Moriarty’s church in the field
of career planning for
Spanish-speaking
persons
who are new to the area.
"Ezechiel," Father Moriarty
said. "aids these people in finding employment by telling
them where to apply, how to
handle an interview and othei
necessary things to get a job."
MACS as a department, is
helping Dr. Ernesto Galarza’s
Bilingual. Bicultural Studio
Laboratory in the San lose
Unified School District to
develop and produce special
Spanish-language materials
for school children.
To date, the department has
graduated 26 students, most of
whom have become community college teachers, social
workers and probation officers.
"Our department is young."
says Cordova. "but we’re
doing our best to give the campus a perspective that was
lacking prior to our birth in
1400 "

By DEBRA HURT
At the University of East
Anglia, the tuition is free,
there are few tests. and the
students receive grants," said
English exchange teacher
Peter
Mercer. lecturer in
English and humanities at San
lose State University.
Mercer, who is from
Norwich. England, said the
university has "a far less
structured system." There are
few tests and few papers required. The students take
courses and write essays in
preparation for the final exam
that is given at the end of three
years.
The results of the final
exam, and an overall look at a
student’s three year

performance determines the
final grade.
The final grade affects the
level of the degree a student
will receive. If the degree is
classed as a first, or an upper
second, the student can do
graduate work.
His university does not offer
technological courses. There
are no nursing, engineering, or
business programs. The
courses offered are EnglishAmerican studies, European
studies, social studies, math
and physics, chemistry,
science, biological sciences,
environmental studies, fine
arts and music.
The university only allows
students to take courses in
their major fields." Mercer

said.
A student majoring in
English could not take a course
in biology. The only exception
to this situation would be if
the student were minoring in
biology. This practice allows
tor a "narrower experience,
but a more expert audience."
Mercer asserted.
According to Mercer, all
students attending college can
receive a yearly "maintenance
grant to help with living
expenses."
Mercer set up his exchange
program with Dr. Harvey
liirenbaum, associate professor of English literature.
"What I miss the most is the
on-campus pub. which is the
focus for life on the

grade. and the level of the
degree as determined solely by
the outcome of the final exam.
Chaldecutt gave two five.
week series of lectures on T.S.
Elliot and D.H. Lawrence. At
the end of each series of lectures, a non -mandatory paper
was assigned. The students
who did the paper did it "to
practice lor their final exam."
"We make it easier on our
students here." Chaldecott
stressed. He found that at the
polytechnic institute, a
teacher does not decide what
he is going to teach "until the
last minute." Books are not
ordered for the classes, so the
students have to buy them at
off-campus bookstores.
"You have to keep yourself

going according to a schedule
in America.’" Chaldecott said.
He lound the institute was not
run by schedules, and they had
a loose structure. If an individual decided to spend "all
his time giving lectures on
Browning. he could."
Chaldecot i set up his
exchange program with Mr.
Kenneth Parker, senior lecturer in English literature.
-Teaching in England was
less work than in America,
and because of this I had more
time to enjoy myself,"
(:haldecott stressed. He added
lie would like to live in
England. but since they pay
less, he’d rather receive an
American salary.

A whole lot more than a hamburger store.

Free Coupon Offer.
Worth 35c in good
eating at Herfy’s.
Menu
Green Salad (add your own choice
of dressing)

Burgers
23C
29C

Regular Burger
with cheese
Hefty (2 sizzling Ica,. pure beef patties.
cheese, lettuce and Hefty
dressing served on a toasted
bun)
French Fries (crisp and golden)

I

Beverages
Cold Drinks
Milk
Coffee
Hot Chocolate
Shakes (creamy vanilla, chocolate
and strawberry)

59C
22C

Tches

Fish Sandwich (tasty seafood
delight)
Ham Sandwich (served hot on
sesame seed bun)
Ham and Cheese Sandwich
Roast Beef Sandwich (lean and
tender)
French Dip (served on a French
roll with belt au Ms)

27e

45C

15C -20c
15C

10C
10C
30C

"v!sserts

69C

Hot Fruit Turnovers
Soft Ice Cream Cones
Sundaes (delicious hot fudge,
strawbc rry and wild mountain
blackberry)

79C

85C
95C

25C
15c
27C

No quorum
no meeting
It was business as usual at
last Thursday’s Spartan
Shops, Inc. meeting of the
board of directors. In other
words: no quorum, no meeting.
After a similar occurrence
the previous week, board
chairman Ron Harbeck drew
up a schedule of meetings for
the rest of the semester. It did
not help. The quorum of six
members was short by one.
Herbeck has urged members
to notify him if they are going
to be absent, but his plea has
not been successful.
At the March 1 meeting of
the board, a suggestion was
made that the quorum be
reduced by one. However, action cannot be taken until the
present quorum of six can be

Herfy’s it a whole lot more than a hamburger store. More delicious,
favorite foods. Look at the menu! More fun. A special buffet bar of pickles. onioris, dressings and more. So you can fix your food the way you

111

Gam timpani. ,...1J1 mom in the Foreign
I...nimbi.. Nodding Karim NSA at 4 p.ni
L. Tone d@ Immolates de Camleami will
appeal in (hr S II Lorna Oriel. Ballroom
at 7 311p m Admiseion is al.
Campos Crusade tee Cbrlet will menial
the idol Methodist Church. iscsisa at
Ihe inner ol Filth and Sloth Clara
street.
"Media and the People" series prments
Pogo k Fos. editor and oremniser of
snootily." a newepaper. Fox will speak
in lion. liti.nnomics Room Sat 030 win.
Symphoey Orchealre Caemert: The
Symphony Orchentra will appear in
conceal leaturinp three student soloiets
and a student composer. No admission
there for this presentation which will
be held in Concert Hall al ills p.m.
111114.1Cwrim will meet in PER 279 at 030

like it hest. More comfort. Plush family booths, piped in music it colorful decor. More for your money ... especially right now, when you can
get 35e worth of good eating at Herfy’s free.

?Ws) A whole lot more than a hamburger store.
MI IN

ME II

IBM

IM

IIMIM

MI

MI

IM

um) vouriM
lake this coupon to any Harty s 11310:1 Delo,.

Spnriaguide
Today
Monday Cinema inmate "Intolerance."
the Mb Illm classic directed by U.W.
Gritlit h, to he shown in Morris Halley
Auditorium al 3 30 pm and .1 730 pm
Admiselon is SO Genie
Sprodeb Mogen: "La .l’una de [Winer.
de Caminoe’ a group of sinews Iron the
lIntversity of Madrid. will appear in the
/ Lome Prtela Hellriorm al 7 311 pot
Admission is SI
Mall PI Slew Alphe will meet at 110
pni In the Nil Almaden Room
Tweeds),
MAU Depertment of Meteorology will
present a special ...miner leatiirlea
Mario 1 iiovi nett 0 essoicate prolemor of
pnleochmetology at I he University ol
Calif ornia al Iterkelev This seminar will
I,. held in Hinman Hall Room els al 3:15
p.m. Kid reshment s will be served

iitiversity," stressed Mercer.
What he likes the most here is
the "high pay and the sunshine."
An American exchange
Dennis
Dr.
teacher.
Chaldecott, associate professor of English and humanities,
was last year’s American
exchange teacher. He taught a
series of short courses at the
Northeast London Polytechnic
Institute in London.
"What I really did was tutor
the students for their final
three year exam." Chaldecott
said.
At the polytechnic
institutes, students are not required "to attend classes, take
tests. or write papers," he said.
Because of this, the final

111

12 SAN JOSE AREA LOCATIONS

O
In
?
II
?

sett. TA CLARA: El Camino at Flora Vista
SAN JOSE: Meridinn near Hamilton White and
McKee Morrill and Landess Saratoga and hotly
,akedge Mall lBlossom H.11 Rd and Pearl,
Campbell Ave opposite
CAMPBELL: E
yard W Campbell Ave opposite Kirkwood

?

SUNNYVALE: El Camino at easioria
SANTA CRUZ: Soquel it Water
OPENING SOON: MOUNTAIN VIEW
liongslorlf and Middlefield Rd

U UU MI

UUUU

WORTH 35c
GOOD EATIN
AT HER FY’S.
nig otter ii stood opts and including May 6. 11273 No ray.,
surrender value of coupon is 11204 Limit 1 coupon pei
’

WM

IMMIII

WI

111

Spartans scatter Cards 87-58

Sports

Spikers triumph
By RAV MORRISON
STANFORD- I he second

Smith’s sparkler
gives Spartans lift
B. MATTHEWS
Sports Editor

liy IOHN

VI, hen Hondo,It States lead dl hitter. Darrell Grytness
shot one of Dennis Smith’s
lust pitches into !Obeid for a
single in the lust inning, it
tumor
the
that
appeared
long
Spartan could be in for
all ernoon.
Not true

smith. making his lust pitchingappearance of his career.
allowed only two walks the
rest of the seven-inning game
as the Spartans defeated the
Lumberiacks 2-0 in the second
Caine

oh

the

doubleheader

played :Wortley at Municipal
Stadium.
I he %ictory was the fourth
tti-.u.ruuus lot the San lose Stale
(Tit% et NI,. and sixth in eight

es ent tat the day. the mile run.
pretty well set the pace tor the
rest oh the meet at Stanford
Stadium. Saturday, as the
the
battled
Spartans
L.9(1111:118 in their first dual
track meet ot the season.

starts.
In the first game. kris
Sorenson, with two innings ol
help I romTun Cunrebel
ningham. set down the same
Immliernicks. 7-1.
Southpaw Smith’s truimph
not only was a welcomed’
coach Gene
to
surprise
Wile
he
because
Menges
hulking for a left handed hurler
but because of a schedule Itl
three doubleheaders in bye
11.19 9 that necessuited the use
ol anyone who could throw the
hall diver the plate.
Smith did that and much
more.
He was never in serious
trouble throughout the game
it
resident
5-tool- 11
1 he
Santa Clara retired eight in .i
r owuntil the fourth inning and
then the last II batters to lace
lum in posting his ’UM vie

I hat race finished with
Schilling
Mark
Spartan
, rousing the tape vvith a 4:04
mark over the Card s Brian
Mittlestaellts 4:06.9.
1 he mark gave the idea that
the meet would not only be
dominated by San lose Stale
insersily but that they were
in excellent shape for the
lit lllll g season. 5ISt1 won 13
it 17 events,
schilli IT 1,1 I hroughoul the

;$4

dresii,:eriaehreoc,,,i,amekiaimer-:aerstaiolahlelekle
,*

Aregegirtiloikratim
ion, Lnensuit

’EH GINGRICH. sophomore hurler is the probable starter
tomorrow when SISU meets Sacramento State University at
Municipal Stadium. Gingrich lost his last outing to Stanford. 1-0
in 10 innings.

Sportaguide
TOUAY
myths IS
MUSH BASEBALL)
iii Sin
rancisco at 2311 p.m on lie
1.6,riiiri Diamond
l’tiEbIlAY
VARSITY BASEBALL( hi:it
Stair at the Municiii. I

ening his record at 1- I.
the Spartan.
I moors-ow,
play host to Sacramento Still,
anolhe,
tor
Muny
ml
hi,
doubleheader.
The

WEDNESDAY
TENNIS’ SISLI v. Skill 1’mm:1.4518w nn
tile Spartan Courts at 2:30 p.m
*RUSH BASEBALL! SIMI v. Alameda
N.A.,’ at Alameda it 2:30 p.m.
SPOUTS TRIVIA: Who were the "Seven
01,5, 01 Granite!"

dumped the Hornets 8-1
it doubleheader there 1
trirrtonn.

increased their series lead
oer Stanford 13-8.
It was a great win for us as
it showed we had some depth
ui all our events.- said Spill
head coach Larme Bullard.
Ii s been a lung time since we
Ito e won a meet. Weddell
Vince
Sprinter
ollected double wins in au

I. ihylsie
Ibtii 1 shoe

lbstaton
teem

Woo Law

11

li

2
2

.111111 side Buy+
1111,11.lb Red triode
I .0,11.11 Boulders
Thursday Lyapre

I
11

a

II

no,
Piot ti Stull
Nu No I
"8 Division
1,...011o00crs
’,unlit Nu 61
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111..141.111 ’If
1 iii 11,115
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"Ink
N..11011.’115
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200-bard clash at 21.4 and the
tool-yard clash equalling his
Pest DI 9.5. He also anchored
iiie 44(.1-yard relay team to a

I Ildl with hall a lap to go he
passed the field and won 20
the next
%arc’s ahead of
unner.
Stantord s terry Albritton
took individual honors with a
Ii I -S vdthrow in the shot put to

.Jiitiitr

lb-U1 anti Greg Tinnin 16-61.
lunion college transfer Rick
Rhoads tossed the javelin 2248 to easily win that event
drawing praise from Bullard.
’Rick did an excellent job
having transterred here
this semester.- Bullard said.

the 120 yard high hurdles
ts hue 51511 spiker Milt
Whitley came in third at 15.0.
In the linal event,
the
Spartan
mile
relay
team

11 he could have conditioned
more. I’m sure he could have
thrown much larther.-

nipped Stantord at the tape
Glib both teams clicking of
.1:211 limes.

anis

\t,itt 41 11191 01-2. 2 -ti. and b-4.
I curv Rodgers went down 4-6,
b- 3. and 6-0. The thimbles cominflation el Rodgers and Chris
ritzpatrick fell short 6-7.6-3.

I ennis experts around the
country have predicted that
slantord University will win
the national championship
this year. anti last Friday they
did 11111e 10 disprove it by
routing the Spartan tennis
team at
[Alerts.

the

south

and 6-3.
lot the
losers
tither
Spartans were. Fitzpatrick.
Dennis Gibson. Bruce kellock.
and Greg lasonides in the
singles. MOilul-Gibflun and

campus

I he Cardinals swept the
match 9-0.
However the nelmen did
lake three matches inlo three
sets beim,. succumbing. The
spartons Nic I man. Andy

h ellock-Ine Meyers. doubles
partners were beaten to complete the sweep.
Coach Butch kirkorian said.
"Andy Mot fat played one hell

APPLY NOW

THURS
MARCH 15
8 P.M.
San Jose Civic
Auditorium

YOU’RE A SENIOR
STUDENT IN:

IF

1

Industrial Arts-Voc Ed
Nursing
Education
Civil Engineering
Math
Physical Sciences

Tickets

$3.50, 64.50. 65.50
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
912 TOWN & COUNTRY
246-1160
CORNER OF STEVENS
CREEK & WINCHESTER

San Jose

Present Student Body Cord For DI:mot

hurls,

ON CAMPUS NOW

Azteca

STAR
MOTORS
375

all stet better.
I he nelmen’s next match
%%ill lie against San Francisco
stale this
ednesday at 2:30
p.m. at the south campus

YOU CAN START TRAINING
FOR PEACE CORP THIS SUMMER
FOR VISTA THIS FALL

WITH

.

ot a match; he came unwell but
should have been more aggressi%e. terry Rodgers played
pretty well, but was too
cdt1111,119 at times’
kirkorian believes what the
tennis team needs is lour good
110/5 weather wise to bring
them around, tie said. "When
the weather gets better we’ll

PEACE CORPS/VISTA

Stevie
Wonder

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

rl.

Pole vaulter Frank Ruck
iiroke the meel record with a
%milt improving on the
igim mark set by lormer
Spartan Sam Caruthers at 15I.
1 eammale Russ Royal
iiiiished third at 14-6.
I imun nudged Stanford’s
have Liadshaw 14.3 to 14.4 in

Netman blasted
by Stanford 9-0

10%

!so. larkvt

HIS119bS19.1. swept the high lump
competition
with
Bill
Crawford 16-81. ’Jaye Curtis

411.9 mark.
’,fisting his best lime ever.
I. aril Harmatz easily won the
1:52.5.
in
14811
yard
run
teammate Al
11,urmnatZ let
Cardinal
the
wear
Baker
sinkers out at a last pace so

-

"Go Where The Fun Is This Summer
Send today for
Park Employment Information
Booklet. $1.00 Employment
Overseas For Students and
Educators Booklet, $2.00
o C P.C.. P.O. Box2047. Ogden
Utah. 84404

weak the meet recoredsel by
Spartan Richard Marks 60-7

By DON GIOVANNINI

ti

.1

I orstla, I ...Ole

old% run Smith needled.
measure.
good
lor
lust
however. catcher Bill Hiegel
o alked and Oscar Hoppe’
billowed with
a single lii
center to score Beassea.
I he 1 us’ game saw
Spartans score lour runs in the
first inning and Hopper crash
blast over the righthence in the
I ield
’ ’
enth to assist Sorenson I ti
,

in% strategy:. he said.
SIS11 collected 87 points
while Stanford linished with
It was the Spartan’s first
dual meet win since 1971 and

Intramural Basketball
League Standings

tort,.
I he Spartans won the game
tor Smith in the sixth. A single
lit Nlark kellimin. sltm:rli iii’
taint by Rob Brassea that 11511
pitcher Ron Woychak threw
ii centerlield lell runners to
iirst and third anti no outs.
1 bird baseman lini lohnson
a lirw-ili It
cracked
then
naccitice Ily to lett scoring
was the
what
with
iI ;man

0.1115 part DI his race but let
Slutileslaellt catch up fur hall a
the
ti -boot -3
lap.
then
Irishman broke away in the
to
be
never
turn
i mat
couldn’t
challenged again.
11,151. W011 without assistant
coach ’Dont Riggs planning

OR

GRADUATE

Liberal Arts
Business Administration
Physical Education
Social Service
Counseling
Economics

STUDENT UNION
Monday through Friday, March 12-16
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

CLASSI
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplements tInstant Protein.
Vita C Vt. E Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners iBasic H L. etC I
Beauty Aids (Proteinized ShrimPOO etc I
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3886
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Rises
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals &
different approaches The fact that our
natural products really are the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please rnk comparisons
We will ask YOU to do little research
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
466 SO Stir *2
297-3866
GUYS AND ALM
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Basic "technique tor beginning dancers Small
classes -individual attention Beverly
Eufrazia Grant Director 241-1300

THE MONEY BOOK WILL OE
AT 7th 8 SAN CARLOS DAILY
FROM 9 30 UNTIL 1230
Brand new LUCKY HORSESHOE Capitol
Story Rd SJ. Live Country Western
Music Fri -Sat lutes
STICKS AND BONES coming to SJSU
March 30.31 & April 5,6 & 7

AUTOMOTIVE
’62 VW REBUILT engine NEW tires Best
offer 293-1867 or 277-3446
’68 TR-280.61 VW Camper 620S lith *27
or leave note BE 289 Bldg 0 (New
column
ONE FREE DINNER WITH PURCHASE
Of 2nd DINNER AT ELLAS REST,
TWO 8 TRACK STEREO TAPES FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE-TAPE JOINT.
ITS ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK.
ONLY $2 50 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS!
FOR SALE: Honda 250 Excellent $200
926-0413
’87 MUSTANG FASTBACK 289 cu ring
Auto Trans PLS. P/I3 Must sell $850 or
offer Call 241-6624 or 243-7928
124 FIAT SPORT COUPE. 1969. 5 SPEED
Ent:Went condition, good tires. ’73 tags
Cell 247-2653 ask $1.495. Make offer

GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 pm 277-3181

’63 VALUANT-very good condition.
must sell right away leaving area $300
Call 241-9958 aek for Rosa

NAY FEVER i Feb Mar Apr I* In lit 12
nays of your season get free 0,1111 and
517.22 tor drug study TAOIST 321-4412

CHEV1115 impala new eng . new tires, air
cony $700 24143198

THE MONEY BOOR
IS ONLY $250
AT 7th & SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
_
TWO STEAK DINNERS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE AT THE
AMERICAN FAMILY STEAK HOUSE,
TWO WATER MATTRESSES FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE AT TING YANG.
IT S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK.
ONLY $250 AT 7th 5 SAN CARLOS
’JOBS IN ALASKA" mailable now Thts
handbook covers all fields summer and
career opportunities Plan YOUR adventure’ $3 00 JIA Box 1565 Anchorage AK
_
NATURAL F000 STORE PRESENTS
5PROUT A AVOCADO SANDWICHES.
354
TYPE
MANY
OTHER
ALSO
SANDWICHES
126 EAST SAN SALVADOR STREET

II

LEAGUES organized
THERE WILL
fnr Men women’s and co-ed teams in
Softball (slow pitch) and Volleybali
Rosters are available in the Student Activities Office-Old Cafeteria SOFTBALL
r slow pitch ) Signupe begin Mar 12 end Mar 28 SOFTBALL flast pitch) 51911-088
begin Mar Sand Mar 12. VOLLEYBALL
Sign-ups begin Mar 9 end - Mar 23
SUNDAY-ATTHE-SEA: Enpoy Hot Tuna
8 Commander Cody. Mar It Banta Cruz
County Fetrgeounds. Two Shows 1 & 7
pro All tickets $4 Advance Ticket, st
Dean Markley Music. Santa Cruz

HONDA 306. Bored to 350 Just spent
5450 completely rebuilding it Excellentlast (scrambler) $325 Paul 926-0413
’01 CHEVY STATION WAGON P/S, R/H
Good shape $130 Cali Jim 275-9106
’82 CHIVY IMPALA. rt side smashed,
driveable. minor engine repot memo
Ali or parts $100 or beet offer 3513-2034
’57 CHEVY WAGON 2 dr VS radio.
healer Good cond $150 Call after 530
PM 965-3891
_
’55 CHIVY 2-door hardtop $75 or best
otter Runs but news work Call 256-4806
after 5 PM
MI CORVETTE-Metal Blue. Remolded
or Olt road racing. mesa, 35060 many
roams 49 000 en i car Illte new $2800 9618873 eyes
14 CHEVY CAPRICE, Pere blue, new
plum lob beige vinyl top, light blue
intense, power steering. steel belted
radial tires EXCELLENT CONDITION
8701:1 OR BEST OFFER MUST SELL Call
Bill Crawford after 6PM 225-7262
HONDA 1110cie, Imrnac cone New Tire.
many extras. Great Running Coed $200
or best offer call 248-2540 efter 6pm
’72 HONDA Cl Esc coed. lo mites.
luggage rack, back reel, tune-up, new
battery in Feb (receipts) $525 2264685
IS FORD GALAXIE NO XL, power
steering. erekee 4V cub good tires sac
conc. 5o35 otter 257-3482 292-2958

FOR SALE

PART-TIME work in parks & rec.eacon
includes recreation, water safety, and
maintenance Applications must be
received by 3,16/73 Apply at Recreation
Office, 201 South Rengstorff. mountain
View, CA 94040. Phone 141$) 989-3890
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
DIACKLITE POSTERS SI 50. PATCHES
750 & UP. INCENSE 25-296. PIPES $1.00
& UP. RADIOS $395 & UP. LEATHER
GOODS, BINOCULARS 82(.00 & UP.
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE 18" 311.95. 4’
$22.95 STROBE LIGHTS $1796. GAS
GLO BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING St 98 & UP T-SHIRTS $2.00
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
blk from SJSU Phone 292-0409.
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE. different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at ’t price Best SO-Fl
selection in Bay Area Records. too We
have the books you want & need & best
prices in town Yes, we buy & bade books
& records RECYCLE 235S0 151 51 2866275

THE

LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops-1940 S tat St Ph 293-2323.
Open We thru Sun. 8-4,30 & 8-5,3a Free
naming a admission Thousands of
useful items antiques & collectsbles.
SAVE THIS AD: Before you porch.**
costly stereo equip retail check w/us for
discount prices to SJS students (On all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Bary Area on such nemeses
Sansui, Pioneer, Marants Tem. Dual,
etc Call us for weekly specials tool 29E5593 or 252-2028
KCK LOUDSPEAKERS presents the
12110 LABYRINTH. Iris unit is fantastic
3-way loudspeaker system It offers no
comparison at $135 Please call Bill at
354-9389 Other tine systems from 925
A PMLUON USED DOCKS. paperbacks
1,, price), and magazines Neat old
bookstore, largest In Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff & Thush Terme
Read Books. 81 E Sen Fernando blwn.
2n0 & 3rd, 10 30-5 3010% off with this ad
PORTAELE TYPES/MOE Case Included Fair-good condition: only 81E00
Nancy-265-5066 (after 710 p m.)
3/3 Of THE MONEY 1100K OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
7th & SAN CARLOS-ONLY $250
25% DISCOUNT to students on famous
name brand BICYCLES-European 8
Japanese Show ASI3 card at TOUR ’N
TRACK CYCLERY 1036 Foster City. Ca
or call 14151 349-2229 or 1415) 574-0650
Free delivery to SJSU Tues & Thu,

$ea

210 cm. "standard"
HEAD SKIS:
Meal with new bean. the *troop Phone
295-3885
3$ MM MIRANDA. single lens reflex thru
lens light meter good condition $100
998-1938

NEW A COMPLETE HOUSEFUL OF
FURNITURE, some in original packages.
Bedroom, Wong II dining rooms 2971328 Complete set under $mo Will sell
separately
MICROSCOPE-TASCO MEDICAL
2/50. 10016C/dome object Hnird carrying case) and !neon stage Paid $300.
yours Viso 255-7719 eves
TUROUOISE from New Mexico and
Arizona is worlds finest Also see our
agates and other stone items Jewelers,
artists, geologists fancier, crane to Cozy
Corners Antiques. 3rd & San Salvador
Open 10-5 Th1.011 SIr, only, phone 275,007
MA TYPEWRITER. Model B. fabric ribbon. for Isle by thesis typist. S125. or best
offer ExcInt cond 289-0375

HELP WANTED
HELP
RN s aids orderlies full end pert time
American Registry of NureeS 293-0112.
FIGURE MODEUNG position Light but
serious work for persons of good
character Must be physically perfect. $5
10 S/5/hr Periodic. Box 1365, Mt. View,
TWO FREE HOT DOGS
FROM DER WIENERSCHNITZEL.
ONE FREE 3 Pc CHICKEN DINNER
WITH PURCHASE OF THE SAME
FROM KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN!
ITS ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK!
ONLY $2s0 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS!
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
Sales
$2.50 PER HR. COMM.
245-4920
Green Thumb Lawn Service
APT. MGR. for 8 new units by SJSU Tenniscourts Tax-freeply$56/1,10 Molt 0Ccopy 2 br 2 bath unit May have child
Faculty or grad 288-1918
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT for expertericed camp COOM Geology summer
cap, 25 students. from 11/4 lo 7-13-73 near
Yreka. California. Salary plus board and
transportation 27.7-2386 days. 227-7293
nights
MALE-PT. time cook, some exp, min
wage also Pt time night watchman for
New Way Centers call Phyllis at 286-2861
EARN EXTRA MONEY by helping others
within your community Any student Maiming in any aspect of the fleld of health,
please apply at 2063 Forest Ave.

$60 AND UP, Mos comfonabie quiet
rooms downtown, tut priv , 293-3910 156
N 5th St
LGE 1 OM APTS. $130 W/w carpets,
swim pool, recreation room 620S 9th St
SJ (Summer rates) 28941425

UNIVERSITY CLUE-Co-ed. Beautiful
house, fireplace. grand piano. color T V .
recreation room. kit env maid & linens,
periong. courtyard Includes Continental
breaktast From $79/mo 202 So 11th
293-7374
STUDIO’S

$ea

Men Only 620 S. 3rd St

FROM $55/me. New rooms across the
campus ad pro,. util pd Men at 99 S
9th women 278 S 10th St Many extras
into most be seen Open daily for inspection Call 295-8514, 295-8526 or 2879585
LA DONNA APTS,
bedroom opts turn 5130.unfurn $120.
wiw new Carpels Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 5 Ith St Call Ben 28E5383 or John 358-5708,

TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can editMaster s etc Near SJCC Mrs Aslanian
298-4104

SE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free In attractive room Girls over 18
please .11 298-2308 aft 5.

2 FREE POWS OF ZIG ZAGS AT
7-ELEVEN, ONE FREE LUNCH
OR DINNER WITH PURCHASE OF
EOUAL VALUE AT LA TEXANITAI
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK!
ONLY $2 SPAT 71h 8 SAN CARLOSI

FREE ROAST SEEP DINNERWITH
PURCHASE OF THE SAME PEANUTS: FREE FRENCH FRIES! MacDONALOSI IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY $2,50 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS!

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
(415) 965-1158

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope. Contemporary
Literature Press. 311 California Street
Suite 412, San Francisco 94104

TVs FOR RENT-SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE. $900 per month Cell 377-2935.

ROOMMATE to share turn. 2 bdrm. 2
bath apt. with 1 male. Air Cond., pool,
Mune. 8110/mo. Ph. 998-8100 1030 Pm12

TYPING -IBM
Selectrlc -Theels.
reports general typing, letters. etc
Reasonable rates 263-6895

STEVE D. IN MYTHOLOGY
SPEAK TO ME PLEASE
111IN LOVE WITH YOUR MUSTACHED.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED toshirs
house in Los Gatos with 2 others. Own
Room Call 3544547 after 7 pm.

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ILICTROLOGIST
AT 2351, Santo Ow SI. 2136-4410.

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plume program end receive up to
$40/monthly. Bring student ID or this ad
and receive bonus with your first
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Ave San Jose, CA 294-6535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 Prn

THE MONEY SOOK WILL SE
AT 7th 8 SAN CARLOS DAILY FROM
930 UNTIL 1230
SUPER-LARGE 1 bdrm apts . furnished,
carpeting $135 summer rates $110 439
S 4th St Call 998-5619
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APT. New couch.
new paint Water 6 gar pd $155/mo
Summer rates See Pete at 751 5 2nd St
14 or call 293-7796
MALI OR FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
for couplet in house within walking dist
of campus S85/rno Pets OK. Own room
27$ No 5th COI 287-9638 after 5

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master - Reports - DisserttIons
Marianne Tamberg r924 Herbs
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

EDRIA. APT!. torrent $180 turn .$155
unfurn 576 S 5th St Call 293-4767 See
men in a8 or asst mot n 04

6 lines
ri h add,
i.vnel line
Add

3 lines

5

PRIVATE TUTORING: All subiects,
group rates. Taught by qualified teachers
in your home, call 293-1016

TYPING ISM WILECTIIIC. Also own
transcriber. Willow Glen are, 2E9-5852

Classified Hates
three
days
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days don&
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10TH ANNUAL JET PLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN (918) 4517905
1466 52nd St Sacramento, C.. 95819
EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO
9 days. 8 nights; incl, round nip Ohara.
hotel all transfers plus extrasMazatlen - $199
Puerto Vallana - 8229
Acapulco - 6299
For info. contact Richard 274-4613 (after
5 pm
FLYING SOON* Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA’ Your ’TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford (225-7262)
can help you was. your GETAWAY Fly
at t /3 off with TWA Youth passport & take
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2257262 for information after 500 206-6000
for reservattons or your local travel agent.
CHARTER FUGHTS. Complete domesprograms. Contact
tic/international
Craig, Student Services West, Inc.. 236 E.
Santa Clara. 4710 287-8301
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
inclusive. London departures. Small,
international group camping travel. Ages
18-30. Also Europe, Africa. India, 3-11
wks Wine Whole Earth Travel. Ltd . Box
1497. K C Mo 64141

LOST 8, FOUND
FOUND: Black Lab Poppy, near But
Bidg Mar 7. call 265-1173

Print Your Ad Hem

’Count eppr el 27 letters and spaces fee each line)

Pi .n1 Nemo
Address

Three L inns One Dan

C

Check a Classification
Wadded
gNOE
Nevem
Lail el hod

EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA
Student flights. Student camping tours
throughout Eurpos Russia and Mexico.
Official SOFA agent for Inter-European
student charter flights including Middle
East, and Far East CONTACT, ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd Rd L A Celif.
90049 TEL (213) 826-5669, 826-0955.

FIND WHAT YOU NEED
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS

CHILD CAREPLAYGROUP. M-F 2-3 yr
olds. Certificated teacher Multi-cultural
home $3 day or 506 hr 266-5093

Two
dens

§Announcements
Automotive
Per Sale

MASTER & SPRING CHARTER FUGHTS
TO KY. All flights leaving Oak Round
Inp-$176. Also Minneapolis. Conked
seats; $55, each way, For Plight Into, contact Richard 274-4813 (after 5 pm

PHOTOGRAPHY
Passports $4.
Weddings $25
Commercial. Ash Pt., Fashion. B & W &
Color. 275-0596

200

One
day
Si SO

TRANSPORTATION

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing, edotong (grid & under) Also
Everything for Everybody 379-8018

TYPING in my North side home.
reasoned’ Satisfaction guaranteed
263-27M

SERVICES

Imes

2/3 OP THE MONEY BOOK OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT Al
7th A SAN CARLOS-ONLY $200

MENI - WOMENI
JOBS ON SHIP* No experience required Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer lob or career. Send $2.
for information. SEAFAX. Dept. E-18.
P.U. Box 2049. Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

TYPING
00 North 3rd St. Apt. *823
267-4355

LAWRENCE A. BENTON
let hots Ham 111,11Way Daddy
Love you. Jane,

4 lines

SIAS OFF ON LP-ORIS MORON
FREE FFIENCHBURGER AND WINZIT
DRINK WITH PURCHASE OF SAME!
ORANGE WINZITI THE MONEY BOOK!
ONLY $2 SPAT 7th & SAN CARLOS,

THE MONEY BOOK
IS ONLY 12 50
AT 7th & SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

RENT A TV ON STEREO, no contract
Free del Free eervi0e. Call Cache’s 2512598

FRAMING: Personal, creative. elegant
Call Ms. R Frederick 326-4823.

HOUSING

LARGE 2 BONA, 2 BATH FURN. APTS.
$150ano See at 508 S I 1th St Call 294/388 Summer rates 3110

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Chahar Flights International. call campus rep Barbara Nevins, 2664198.

PERSONALS

GRADUATE FEMALE needed to share
lee house, own bdrrn near S.IS $50/mo
Call 293-4826 after 5 00 Pm

SAN FERNANDO HOUSE -Great atmosphere linen & maid wooer,. color
T V.. Kitchen prly ble shower*. Perking
Center of activity 231 E Sin Fernando
$69 to $89/mo 295-9504 or 29343345.

SPINET PIANO: Finest woods Excellent
touch II sound A truly fine instrument
1600 or best offer 286-9312

TYPING. EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-8444 AFTER 6:30,
MARY BRYNER

Prisenvs
services
Trenspor 10 ion

SE ND CHILI MONEY 011136R 00
CASH (0
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED.
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 15114

E ’,sit is $
U/adurte inc dery prior to publication
Crime( Woo publication datbs only
No refunds in cant 1.1114 cuts
PHONE 277 317S

